
[1] Introduction

These rules give a simplified version of combat during the French Revolutionary Wars and 
Napoleonic Wars, spanning 1792 to 1815. The game has been designed to insure maximum 
playability and maximum reality (in that order). It is based partly on the ‘Napoleon at War’ SPI quad 
game, and partly on a hex free board game version of these rules.

The game works at the level of operational units, such as infantry battalions, cavalry regiments or 
artillery batteries, each with their own characteristics. These three types of units form a balance of 
forces, which complement each other with their strengths and weaknesses. Combat is resolved by 
calculating the quality and quantity of troops involved, modified by probability to yield the result, 
hence winning an individual action on the battlefield. The sum of these small encounters mounts up 
towards an overall victory. Thus, battles of the time can be simulated, with odds on victory weighted 
towards those with larger numbers of better quality troops and better tactical deployment. Using 
these rules, large actions at divisional level per side can be managed within a reasonable time and 
playing space. Full scale battle re-enactments can be managed by ‘scaling down’ the troops deployed
each side, to keep the proportions the same on the chosen playing surface. 

Text below in italics, and bold font link to tables which are used in the game. Click on the text, and it
should take you directly to the relevant table, and click again to enlarge if necessary. Use your 
browsers back button to return to the rules.

[2] Equipment

[2.1] Playing surface
Hardboard of various sizes joined together can quickly make a suitable surface. A total area of 1.52 
m by 1.22m (5’ by 4’) suffices for most games. This is overlaid by the Kallistra hex system, marked 
with interlocking hexagons 10cm (4”) wide.

[2.1.1] Game scale
The basic scale is 1 mm on the board = 2 m on the battlefield. Thus the 1.52 m by 1.22 m board 
contains a column of 16 hexes by a row of 15 hexes i.e. 240 hexes in total.  This in turn scales to 3.2 
km by 3.0 km of battlefield, since each hexagon on the board represents 200 m of real terrain. Each 
move represents 10 minutes of time.

[2.2] Tape measure
A retractable metric tape measure that spans the playing area is needed for line of sight calculations.
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[2.3] Random Number generator and dice

The game uses a random number generator found on scientific calculators, online websites or by 
an excel spreadsheet to add the necessary element of chance in conflict. A dice (D6) is required if 
weather considerations come into play. 

[2.4] Infantry, cavalry, artillery and command units

[2.4.1] There are 4 types of units in the battle based on the three main arms; infantry, cavalry and 
artillery. In addition there are command units. The number of figures required depend upon the scale 
used. 15mm scale figures require 2 figures per base unit. 25 mm scale figures require 1 figure per 
base unit. The game is scaled such that each hex may accommodate one infantry unit, one cavalry 
unit, one artillery unit, or may also accept one extra artillery unit with either one infantry or cavalry 
unit.

[2.4.1.1] Infantry, cavalry and artillery units start the game in the ordered state, under good discipline
and maximum combat potential.

[2.4.1.2] As a result of combat the troops may become disordered (see [9.8.3 & 9.8.5]). This reduces 
their combat potential, but does not affect their movement. As troops become disorganised, they are 
disrupted in formation. A small orange counter is placed by the unit for as long as it remains 
disrupted to indicate its state.

[2.4.1.3] Friendly cavalry and infantry units in the ordered or disordered state may not occupy the 
same hex at the same time. Artillery may occupy a hex with either friendly cavalry or infantry units.

[2.4.1.4] As a result of combat, troops may also retire (see [9.8.2 & 9.8.6]), in which case they are 
forced to retreat in the state that they were previously in, with a small orange counter placed by the 
unit to indicate its state for as long as it withdraws.

[2.4.1.5] As a result of combat, troops may also rout (see [9.8.1 & 9.8.7]), in which case they are 
forced to rout in disorder with their backs to the enemy, with a small orange counter placed by the 
unit for as long as it withdraws to indicate its state. When routed, remove one base unit from play, 
with this value counting towards the victory total for the opposition (see [15]). Routing happens 
immediately, and results in a movement of one extra hex than the normal movement allowance 
towards a direction of safety. If no line of escape exists (such as a river) then the whole unit is 
removed from play and each base unit counts towards the victory total for the opposition (see [15]). 
One routing unit may occupy a hex containing a disordered friendly unit. All units that the routing 
unit pass through become disordered.

[2.4.2] Command units representing generals can be added to hexes with no restrictions. They act to 
alter the morale of all units in that hex (see [9.2]).

[2.4.3] Infantry (battalion)

[2.4.3.1] An infantry battalion is initially comprised of 5 base units. Each base unit is 20 mm by 15 
mm, and has 2 figures mounted (if 15mm scale figures) or 1 figure mounted (if 25 mm scale figures).
Thus in line formation, the frontage is 100 mm wide, equal to 200 m on the battlefield, which is 
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sufficient to fit in one hex. Each base unit represents 100-125 men, so a battalion would have a 
strength of 500-625 men. Infantry battalions are grouped together into regiments, in turn grouped 
into brigades or divisions as required, through to corps and armies.

[2.4.3.2] Infantry comes in various levels of quality. These in descending order of ability typically 
include:-
Guards (Elite troops, often held in reserve)
Grenadiers (Larger soldiers, often used as shock troops in attacks) 
Line/Light (Majority of trained infantry)
Landwehr / Opolchenie / Militia (Reservists and militia)

The British have Highlanders in lieu of Grenadier battalions. The details of all these troops for each 
of the main armies are given in the National Army tables.

[2.4.3.3] Infantry units move 1 hex per turn. Routing infantry move an additional extra hex on their 
first move of routing.

[2.4.3.4] The full combat and movement details of these troops for each of the main armies are given 
in the National Army tables (see[16]).

[2.4.4] Cavalry (regiment)

A cavalry squadron comprises of 1 base unit, 30 mm by 40 mm, and has 2 figures mounted (if 15mm
scale figures) or 1 figure mounted (if 25mm scale figures). 3 or 4 squadrons of similar types of 
cavalry form a cavalry regiment. Thus in line formation with 3 base units, the frontage is 90 mm, 
equal to 180m on the battlefield. Each base unit represents 100-125 men, so a cavalry regiment 
would have a strength of 300-500 men.

[2.4.4.1] Cavalry regiments are grouped either alongside infantry forming a division, or as separate 
cavalry divisions held in strategic reserve.

[2.4.4.2] There are 3 main types of cavalry; heavy, medium and light.

[2.4.4.3] Heavy cavalry includes Guards, Carabiniers and Cuirassiers. These have the greatest shock 
value, but move at the slowest rate of up to 2 hexes per turn.  Routing heavy cavalry move an 
additional extra hex on their first move of routing.

[2.4.4.4] Medium cavalry includes Dragoons. These have intermediate shock value, but move at the 
same rate as heavy cavalry i.e. up to 2 hexes per turn. Routing medium cavalry move an additional 
extra hex on their first move of routing.

[2.4.4.5] Light cavalry includes Uhlans, Lancers, Chasseurs, Hussars and Cossacks. Uhlans and 
Lancers have the same shock value as medium cavalry in the first move of contact, Thereafter they 
have the same shock value as light cavalry. Light cavalry have the lowest shock value, but the fastest 
movement rate of up to 3 hexes per turn. Routing light cavalry move an additional extra hex on their 
first move of routing.
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[2.4.4.6] The full combat and movement details of these troops for each of the main armies are given 
in the National Army tables (see [16]).

[2.4.5] Artillery (battery)

[2.4.5.1] One cannon occupies a front of 20mm, represents a single battery of 8-10 guns, with an 
attendant horse figurine, which is placed on the board showing the direction of travel if the piece is 
being moved.

[2.4.5.2] Artillery is divided into foot batteries, with the greatest attacking effect but the slowest 
movement of 1 hex per turn, and horse batteries, with the least attacking effect but the fastest 
movement of 2 hexes per turn.

[2.4.5.3] Routed artillery are removed from play, with one base unit counting towards the victory 
total for the opposition. (see [15]). 

[2.4.6] Command units

[2.4.6.1] Generals and attendant staff comprise 1 base units, 30 mm by 40 mm, and has 2 figures 
mounted (if 15mm scale figures) or 1 figure mounted (if 25mm scale figures).

[2.4.6.2] Messengers sent by the General to communicate his wishes to the troops under his 
command comprise 1 base unit, 20 mm by 40 mm, with 1 figure mounted, regardless of the scale of 
the figures used.

[2.4.6.3] Generals and messengers move at the fastest rate of all at 5 hexes per turn, but they have no 
fighting potential of their own. They act to modify the potential of troops around them by improving 
their morale (see [17]).

[2.5] Time counter

[2.5.1] Either mark the time in the battle off the victory table (see [9.6]), or use a specially created 
clock dial placed on the battlefield in a spare hex, with hands that move with each game turn. Each 
turn, comprising of a first and second player phase, represents 10 minutes on the battlefield.

[2.6] Tape measure

This is useful to determine a line of sight, and to estimate broad distances on the battlefield, with 
500mm equivalent to 1km.

[3] Game setup

[3.1] Battlefield scenery

[3.1.1] Playing surface
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The Kallistra system of interlocking hexes placed over playing boards is required. The hexagons are 
10cm (4”) in width. A unit which moves from one normal hex directly into an adjacent normal hex 
expends one Movement Point regardless of the other terrain in the hex.

[3.1.2] Hills

Wooden hexagons 10cm (4”) wide are added as required, with each layer representing 100m. Placing
these on top of each other creates higher hills and mountains. 

[3.1.3] Rivers and lakes

[3.1.3.1] Blue felt strips 20mm by 60mm can be added together to make rivers or lakes. Rivers are 
placed along the edges of the hexes. Rivers represent a physical barrier to troops and cannot be 
crossed, except by bridges or streams.

[3.1.3.2] Units may cross river hexsides by moving through a bridge hexside. There is no additional 
cost for moving through a bridge hexside and troops remain in their initial state of order when doing 
so.

[3.1.3.3] Lakes cover an entire hex, and may not be entered by any troops, represent a physical 
barrier to troops.

[3.1.3.4] Felt strips of another colour can be added to a river to indicate the position of streams along 
as many hex sides as required. These are capable of being crossed by troops, costing 1 Movement 
Point. The troops become disordered in doing so. 

[3.1.4] Villages and towns

[3.1.4.1] Suitable scale houses (e.g. N gauge railway) can be added to represent a village (with a 
single house in one hex). Towns are formed with houses in adjacent hexes. 

[3.1.4.2] Each house can shelter one infantry battalion. A single cavalry regiment can occupy a hex 
representing a village etc, but they do not occupy the buildings. Extra scenery can be added to 
represent fortified chateux, villages or towns.

[3.1.4.3] Villages and towns modify combat as described in [18]. 

[3.1.5] Redans, flèches and redoubts 

These are forms of temporary to permanent earthworks, which are either open at the rear (redans & 
flèches) or enclosed (redoubts) occupying one hex. They may be occupied by either 1 artillery unit, 1
infantry battalion or an artillery unit with an infantry battalion.   

[3.1.6] Roads

[3.1.6.1] Brown felt strips 20mm by 60mm can be added together to make roads across hexes. A unit 
which moves from one road hex directly into an adjacent road hex through a road hexside expends 
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only 1/2 a movement point regardless of other terrain in the hex. Consequently all movement is 
doubled by units when moving along roads.

[3.1.6.2] Units which cross over a road (rather than along it) expend their normal allocation. 

[3.1.7] Rough ground

[3.1.7.1] Grey felt or scatter foam denotes areas of rough ground. 

[3.1.7.2] Only infantry may occupy rough ground, with combat potential and order being affected 
(see [x.xx]).

[3.1.8] Woodland

[3.1.8.1] N gauge railway trees can be added to the battlefield, together with green railway scatter 
foam to create woodland areas in a given hex. Gluing each tree to a solid base (2p coins) help keep 
the trees from toppling over.

[3.1.8.2] Only infantry may occupy woodland ground, with combat potential and order being 
affected (see [18]).

[3.2] Troop deployment

Troop deployment is straightforward if recreating a historical battle. Simply follow the known 
pattern, keeping the troop density scaled to the size of the playing area. If creating an imaginary 
battle, keep in mind the numbers and type of deployments typical of the age.

If fighting an encounter battle, when not all the troops are on the battlefield at the start, deploy the 
troops at the designated time and locations.

Before the battle starts, calculate the total number of troops on the battlefield and determine how 
many base units this comes to, then determine how many of base units are needed to reach 15% of 
the total and at 5% intervals thereafter, and mark these values off in the victory table. If additional 
reinforcements arrive during the battle, add these extra troops to the initial value and keep a further 
tally of the new total number of troops. Recalculate the number of base units needed to reach 15% of 
the total and at 5% intervals thereafter, and mark these values off in the victory table. This becomes 
important when determining any crisis of morale as the game progresses and casualty levels rise (see 
[19]).

[4] Zones of Control

The six hexagons immediately surrounding a hex constitute the Zone of Control of any unit in that 
hex. Hexes upon which a unit exerts a Zone of Control are called controlled hexes and inhibit the 
movement of Enemy units: All units must cease movement when they enter an Enemy controlled 
hex.

[4.1.1] All units exert a Zone of Control throughout the Game-Turn, regardless of the Phase or 
Player-Turn. The presence of Zones of Control is never negated by units, Enemy or Friendly. 
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[4.1.2] Units do not pay any additional Movement Points to enter an Enemy controlled hex.

[4.1.3] There are only two ways to exit a hex in an Enemy Zone of Control: Either by retreat or 
advance as a result of combat, or by removal of the Enemy unit exerting the Zone of Control as a 
result of combat.

[4.1.4] Obviously, if a given unit is in an Enemy controlled hex, the Enemy unit is also in its 
controlled hex. The two units are equally and mutually affected. 

[4.1.5] If there is an Enemy and Friendly Zone of Control exerted over the same hex, both Zones co-
exist, and that hex is mutually controlled by both Players. There is no additional effect from having 
more than one unit exerting Zones of Control onto a single hex.

[4.1.6] Zones of Control always extend into all six hexes adjacent to the controlling unit's hex, with 
this exception: Zones of Control never extend through a non-bridged river hexside. 
Example:

[5] Playing sequence

[5.1.1] The game proceeds in turn sequences, with the first army taking the attacking stage, and the 
second army in the defensive stage, regarding any combat.

[5.1.2] The sequence is:-
(a) Disruption and rout removal phase – [6]
(b) Orders phase – [7]
(c) Movement phase – [8]
(d) Combat phase – [9]
(e) Crisis of morale phase – [10]

This completes the first part of the turn.

[5.1.3] The game now proceeds to the next turn sequence ( [5.1.2] steps a-e), with the second army 
taking the attacking stage, and the first army in the defensive stage, regarding combat. This 
completes the second part of the turn. 
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The game has now finished one turn, and the time counter progresses by 10 minutes in the victory 
table, before beginning the next turn. If weather considerations are important in the battle, then a dice
is rolled to change the conditions for the next turn (see [24]).

Each stage in the turn is explained in more detail in the following sections 6-10.

[6] Disruption and rout removal phase

Troops of all unit types begin the battle in the ordered state. As combat proceeds, they may become 
disrupted or may rout. Only the army in the active, attacking stage of each turn can rally troops in 
these states.

[6.1] Disrupted troops may be rallied by generating a random number and comparing the result in the
National Army tables against the unit’s morale. If the random number matches or exceeds the value 
in the table, the unit becomes organised again, otherwise the unit remains disorganised, or 
withdrawing if disrupted for the turn. Disrupted units behave in terms of movement as normal units. 
Their combat potential is reduced, according to the National Army tables. One disrupted unit may 
occupy another hex as another friendly unit, disrupting them in turn. If they should pass through 
friendly units during their disrupted phase, they disrupt these units. 

[6.2] Routing troops need a random number ≥ 0.800 to stop routing, rallying to become disrupted for 
the turn, and until being rallied to the ordered state by the process described above in [6.1]. If they 
fail to rally, they continue to rout at charge speed in the most obvious direction for their safety. If 
they should pass through friendly units during their rout, they disrupt these units if ordered, or rout 
these units if disordered.

[6.3] Generals and their effect on morale
If the troops are under fire from artillery or in combat, the General must see if he survives for each 
turn he wishes to modify the morale. Generate a random number and compare the result to the 
following table for Generals under fire (see [17]. Apply the results immediately.

If the Generals survive the outcome above, their presence results in +0.100 being added (senior 
commanders e.g. Napoleon adds +0.200) to any random number generated for disrupted or routing 
troops, thus improving their odds as per [6.1 & 6.2].

[7] Orders phase

[7.1] Orders phase
Napoleonic armies were controlled by a hierarchy of command, which was strictly observed with the
exception of the French, where a degree of initiative was encouraged. It is not the intention of the 
game to proceed as chess, where any piece can be moved at whim, so the rules try to reflect the 
decision making process and the vagaries that often happened on the battlefield. The Generals 
fighting the wargame use ‘suspension of disbelief’. If enemy troops are bearing down unseen upon 
another army because of restrictions in visibility, no reaction to this threat can occur until it becomes 
visibly obvious, as often happened during battles of the period.
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[7.1.1] Initial orders
At the beginning of the battle, each division or brigade would have initial orders from the 
commander in chief of the army. This would explain initial objectives (e.g. III Division should 
advance, seize the village before it, and await new orders). These orders should be performed at the 
beginning of the battle.

[7.1.2] Change to orders
As the battle progresses, the initial orders can be superseded by new orders, conveyed either in 
person by the commander in chief, or by the nearest general, or from messengers from the above 
leaders.

[7.1.2.1] If the orders are conveyed in person by the commander in chief or general, the orders are 
accepted without question or loss of clarity. If the orders are given by a messenger, generate a 
random number. If the result is ≥ 0.150, the order was understood. Once all units have received their 
orders, the staff officer must ride back to the General who issued the orders to report for further 
orders. If the result was ≤ 0.149, the order was not understood and the units will continue their 
existing state of action. Weather can modify this chance (see [24]).

[7.1.2.2] Messengers figures are added and removed from the board as required, and they have no 
combat effectiveness. They may be captured if an enemy unit passes through them, and the order 
should then be passed back to the nearest opposing army General.

[8] Movement phase

During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player may move as many or as few of his units as he 
desires subject to the issued orders. They may be moved in any direction or combination of 
directions. Consult the  National Army tables for details.

[8.1] Changing formation

[8.1.1] Units may change formation (e.g. line to column, or vice versa etc), which happens within the
turn, to accentuate the type of attack being made. Infantry under cavalry attack or threat of cavalry 
attack must form a defensive square. Consequently they cannot move in this formation, but may fire 
whilst in this formation. They can subsequently be attacked by cavalry, in a specialist class of action 
(cavalry attacking squares, as described in section [20]). 

[8.2] Movement

Units are moved one at a time tracing a path of contiguous hexes through the hex grid. As a unit 
enters each hex, it must pay one or more Movement Points from its Movement Allowance found in 
the National Army Tables [16].

[8.3] Prohibitions

[8.3.1] Movement may never take place out of sequence. A Player's units may be moved during his 
own Movement Phase. During the Combat Phase, a unit which is either attacking or defending may 
be called upon to advance or retreat after its combat is resolved. During the Enemy Player's 
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Movement Phase, and during both Players' Combat Phases, except when advancing or retreating as a 
result of combat, Friendly units must not be moved.

[8.3.2] A unit may never enter a hex containing an Enemy unit.

[8.3.3] A unit may never exit an Enemy controlled hex during any Movement Phase. An Enemy 
controlled hex may be left only during a retreat or advance as a result of combat (see [9.8]).

[8.3.4] No combat takes place during the Movement Phase. Once a Player has begun to resolve 
combat, and has thrown the die, he has irreversibly initiated the Combat Phase.

[8.3.5] The number of Movement Points expended by a unit during a single Movement Phase may 
not exceed the Movement Allowance. A unit may expend any portion of the Movement Allowance, 
but unused Movement Points may not be accumulated until another Movement Phase or transferred 
to another unit.

[8.3.6] Movement from hex to hex must be consecutive; that is to say, a unit may not skip hexes.

[8.3.7] Once a unit has been moved, and the Player's hand is taken from the piece, it may not be 
moved any further during that Movement Phase, nor may it change its move without the consent of 
the opposing Player.

[8.4] Effects of terrain

[8.4.1] A unit must expend one Movement Point to enter a clear terrain hex. To enter other types of 
terrain, a unit must often expend more Movement Points. And some hexes are prohibited to 
movement entirely. See [18] Terrain Effects Chart.

[8.4.2] A unit which moves from one road hex directly into an adjacent road hex through a road 
Movement Point hexside expends only 1/ 2 Movement Point regardless of other terrain in the hex.

[8.4.3] A unit which moves from one trail hex directly into an adjacent trail hex through a trail 
hexside expends only one Movement Point regardless of other terrain in the hex.

[8.4.4] Units may cross river hexsides only by moving through a bridge hexside. There is no 
additional cost for moving through a bridge hexside.

[8.4.5] Units may cross Stream hexsides. Movement through a Stream hexside costs one Movement 
Points, at the expense of disrupting the unit.

[8.4.6] A unit which moves from a slope hex (containing the slope terrain symbol) through a slope 
hexside into a clear terrain hex must expend one additional Movement Point. A unit which moves 
from a clear terrain hex through a slope hexside, into a slope hex expends no additional Movement 
Points.
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[8.5] Effects of friendly units

[8.5.1] A Friendly unit may move through hexes occupied by other Friendly units. There is no 
additional cost for entering a Friendly-occupied hex.

[8.5.2] A Friendly unit may not end any Phase stacked in the same hex with another Friendly (or 
Enemy) unit. There may never be more than a single unit in a hex at the end of any Phase. 

[8.5.3] There is no limit to the number of Friendly units which may pass through a single hex in one 
Movement Phase.

[8.5.4] Friendly controlled hexes never inhibit the movement of Friendly units.

[8.6] Organised or disrupted units moving through each other

[8.6.1] Units in the organised state may move through each other’s hexes, so long as only one 
organised infantry, cavalry or either with an artillery unit remain in the hex at the end of the turn.

[8.6.2.1] Units in the disorganised, withdrawing or routing state may move through hexes containing 
other units at the expense of disorganising them. Two infantry, cavalry or either with an artillery unit 
can remain in the hex at the end of the turn in the disordered and routing state (see [2.4] for details). 
Routing units have their backs to the enemy.

[8.7] Retreating and advancing as a result of combat. 

[8.7.1] When the Combat Result requires that a Player's units be retreated, the Owning Player must 
immediately move those units one hex so that they are no longer in an Enemy controlled hex. The 
Owning Player may decide the direction that each of his retreating units moves.

[8.7.2] A retreating unit may not retreat into a prohibited hex, cross a prohibited hexside, or enter an 
Enemy controlled hex. If no hex is open to retreat into, the unit is eliminated.

[8.7.3] A retreating unit may enter a vacant hex (within the restrictions of [9.7.2]). If there is no 
permissible vacant hex, the retreating unit may displace an adjacent Friendly unit (see [9.8]).

[8.7.4] Whenever a hex is vacated as a result of combat, one victorious unit which participated in that
combat may advance into the vacated hex. This advance may be made regardless of Enemy Zones of 
Control. The option to advance must be exercised immediately, before any other combat resolution. 
A unit is never forced to advance. A unit may never advance more than one hex as a result of combat.
After advancing, units may neither attack nor be attacked that Phase, even if their advance places 
them next to Enemy units whose battles are yet to be resolved, or who were not involved in combat. 
However, advances are useful in cutting off the retreat of Enemy units whose combat has not yet 
been resolved

[8.7.5] Only one victorious unit may advance into a vacated hex. If two hexes are vacated as a result 
of a single combat, the victorious Player may still advance only one unit.
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[8.8] Displacement

[8.8.1] If the only hex available to the retreating unit is one which is already occupied by another 
uninvolved Friendly unit, then the uninvolved unit is displaced (pushed out of its hex) by the 
retreating unit. The displaced unit is moved back by the Owning Player (as if it were retreating as a 
result of combat) and its position is taken by the retreating unit. The displaced unit itself may not be 
forced into Enemy controlled or other prohibited hexes.

[8.8.2] If the displacement would cause the displaced unit(s) to be eliminated, the retreating unit is 
instead eliminated. Displaced units can themselves displace other Friendly units in a sort of chain 
reaction of displacement, if that is the only permitted path of displacement open to them. A unit may 
be displaced more than once per Combat Phase, if that is the only alternative. Displaced Artillery 
units which have not yet engaged in combat, may not fire during that Combat Phase. Units may not 
displace other Friendly units if they have other paths of retreat open to them.

[8.8.3] Routing units continue to move directly to the rear of their army in the most obvious path 
open to them, with their backs turned to the enemy.  They will pass through any units they encounter,
disrupting them as they go. If they rout off the board, they are permanently removed from the battle, 
with the total of base units adding to the victory table. Routing units have their backs turned to the 
enemy, but cannot engage in combat.  The enemy can engage them in combat however, treating the 
whole unit as having a defence value of 1. 

[9] Combat phase

General rule:
Combat between adjacent opposing units is mandatory. Artillery units (see [9.1]) are the only units 
which may attack units to which they are not adjacent. The Phasing Player is termed the Attacker;
the other Player is the Defender, regardless of the overall situation. Artillery fires first, then Cavalry 
attacks, including cavalry attacking infantry squares are the next type of combat to be resolved. 
Finally all remaining Cavalry vs Cavalry and Infantry vs Infantry combats are resolved. 

[9.1] Artillery firing phase

[9.1.1] The army taking the attacking stage fires as many of their artillery batteries in the organised 
state as they wish. Those in the disrupted state may not fire that turn.  Each artillery battery fires once
per turn, on one unit at a time (such as an infantry battalion, cavalry regiment or another artillery 
battery). 

[9.1.2] The effectiveness of artillery changes with range. To see if the target is affected, measure the 
distance in hexes between the artillery unit and the target. Generate a random number and consult 
the artillery table to see what damage on the enemy unit they inflict. Note that foot batteries are more
effective than horse batteries, which is reflected in the artillery tables (see [21]).

[9.1.3] Artillery can only fire on visible units by direct line of sight (i.e. they can’t fire on units 
hidden behind hills, villages, or hidden behind other units etc). Take account of modifiers to 
effectiveness due to terrain (see [18]). Also take account of the reduction of visibility that occurs with
the weather or dusk if the battle is being fought one hour or less before nightfall (see [24]). 
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[9.1.4] Artillery batteries are captured if enemy units pass through the hex containing the cannons. 

[9.1.5] Artillery units must participate in combat when adjacent to opposing units. In other words, 
artillery may participate in two types of attack (bombardment or subject to fire exchange), depending
on their distance from the opposing unit, adjacent or not. 

[9.1.6] If in a combat exchange with infantry, the artillery unit has an attack/defence value of 1. If 
cavalry attack an artillery unit on its own, it is immediately removed from play and deemed captured.

[9.1.7] Artillery batteries which fire may not limber up to move in the turn that they fire. To limber or
unlimber a battery takes a full move, with the artillery unit capable of moving or firing in the next 
move once unlimbered.

[9.2] Generals and their effect on combat

If the troops are under fire from artillery or in combat, the General must see if he survives for each 
turn he wishes to modify the morale (see [17]). Generate a random number and compare the result to 
the following table for Generals under fire. Apply the results immediately.

If the General survive the outcome above, their presence results in +0.100 being added (Napoleon or 
other key commanders add +0.200) to any random number generated for combat, thus improving 
their odds.

[9.3] Cavalry attacking infantry squares

[9.3.1] Infantry under threat of cavalry attack would automatically attempt to form into a square. The
initial state of the infantry (i.e. normal or disrupted) is key to the effectiveness of the square as a 
defensive measure. It is assumed that cavalry in a neighbouring hex will attempt to make physical 
contact with the infantry square in a separate hex. The ensuing combat will happen regardless of the 
infantry state of effectiveness, and infantry will attempt to repel this by firing in a square formation.
Having determined the state of order for the defending infantry square, the attacking cavalry 
generates a random number. The result indicates a line on the square attack probablity table (see 
[20]), which yields a combat result. 

[9.3.2] Should cavalry attacking a square suffer disruption after already being disrupted, remove one 
base unit from the game, and mark off one victory point in the  victory table. The remainder will rout
from board at charge speed until a random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the disrupted 
state.

[9.3.3] Should the infantry square be broken by the cavalry, then remove the entire unit from play 
and mark off the lost base units in the victory table.

[9.3.4] Separate Cavalry vs Infantry in squares combats may be resolved in any order that the 
Attacker wishes, so long as all combats are resolved during that Combat Phase. 

[9.3.5] Should the Infantry hold against the attacks, the Cavalry must continue the attack when in 
their defending stage.  If again the Infantry hold against the attacks during this phase, during the next
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attacking phase for the Cavalry, they must resume the attack again and so on, until either the cavalry 
or infantry break. 

[9.4] Cavalry vs Cavalry and Infantry vs Infantry attacks

[9.4.1] Provided that the engaging units are in hexes in contact, the Attacker totals the Combat 
Strengths of all the units attacking a given hex and compares the total to the Combat Strength of the 
defending unit in the hex under attack. The comparison is expressed as a ratio between attacking and 
defending Strength Points (attacking Strength Points divided by defending Strength Points) and is 
simplified by rounding down to one of the odds ratios on the Combat Results Table. Example: If 
thirteen Strength Points were attacking four, the combat odds ratio would be 3.25 to 1, rounded off 
(always in favor of the defender) to three to one. The odds table [22] can help with this.

The following modifications are made.

If an attacker uses combined forces of two types on one unit, e.g. Infantry &
Cavalry, increase the odds by 1 column e.g. 1:1 becomes 2:1.
If an attacker uses all three combined forces on one unit, e.g. Infantry, Cavalry & Artillery, increase 
the odds by 2 columns e.g. 1:1 becomes 3:1.
If an attacker strikes from either flank, increase the odds by 1 column e.g. 1:1
becomes 2:1.
If an attacker strikes from the rear, increase the odds by 2 columns e.g. 1:1
becomes 3:1.

Having determined the actual combat odds, the attacker generates a random number. The result 
indicates a line on the Combat Results Table (see [23]), which is cross-indexed with the column 
representing the combat odds. The intersection of line and column yields a combat result. Separate 
combats may be resolved in any order that the Attacker wishes, so long as all combats are resolved 
during that Combat Phase. Take account of modifiers to effectiveness due to terrain (see [18]).

Infantry attacking opposing infantry in square add 0.100 to the random number, to account for extra 
ranks being hit in the densely packed formation. Infantry in square use their disrupted factor to 
account for reduced firepower, regardless of their state of organisation.

[9.4.2] Which units attack

[9.4.2.1] All Enemy units that have Friendly units in their Zones of Control must be attacked by the 
Friendly (Phasing) Player's units in the Combat Phase. They may resolve these attacks in any fashion
desired, as long as all adjacent units are attacked, within the requirements of [9.4].

[9.4.2.2] All of the Phasing Player's units which end the Movement Phase in an Enemy controlled 
hex must attack some Enemy unit during the ensuing Combat Phase. The Phasing Player may choose
which attacking units will attack each defending unit, as long as all adjacent Friendly units 
participate in an attack.

[9.4.2.3] An Enemy-occupied hex may be attacked by as many units as can be brought to bear in six 
adjacent hexes.
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[9.4.2.4] No unit may attack more than once per Combat Phase, and no Enemy unit may be attacked 
more than once per Combat Phase.

[9.4.2.5] Units may only attack when adjacent to the defending unit.

[9.4.2.6] Multiple unit and multi-hex combat

[9.4.2.6.1] If a Phasing Player's unit is in the Zone of  Control of more than one Enemy unit, it must 
attack all those adjacent Enemy units not engaged by some other attacking Combat Strengths of the 
defending totalled into one combined Strength to attacking unit compares its Strength to the odds. 

[9.4.2.6.2] Units in two or more different hexes may combine their Combat Strengths and attack a 
single hex, if all the attacking units are adjacent to (or within range of) the Enemy occupied hex. The 
Combat Strengths of the attacking units are totalled into one combined Combat Strength, and then 
compared to that of the defending unit in order to determine the odds. 

[9.5] Combat strength unity
A given unit's Combat Strength is always unitary; it may not be divided among different combats 
either in attacking or defending.

[9.6] Effects of terrain
Units defending in certain types of terrain may have their Combat Strength increased. This increase 
is always a multiple of the original Combat Strength. Example: A unit with a Combat Strength of "5" 
would defend, on a Rough Terrain hex, at an effective Strength of "10." See the Terrain Effects Chart 
[24] for a complete summary.

[9.7] Diversionary attacks
A unit may make attacks at poor odds in order that adjacent attacks against other defenders may be 
made at higher odds (by alloting most of the attacking force to the major objective). These attacks 
are known as "Diversionary" or "Holding" Attacks.

[9.8] Effects of Combat
The effects of combat are immediately applied to the troops concerned. The movements indicated 
also are immediately applied, even if the troops have already moved that turn. Any base units 
removed from play represent troops that have been either killed, wounded or captured, and the steady
accumulation of such losses affect the army and its willingness to fight on.

[9.8.1] Attacker routed, Ar
Ar = Attacker routed. Remove one base unit from the combat group, and mark off one victory point 
in the victory table. The remainder will rout from the board at initially normal speed plus one extra 
hex, and at normal speed thereafter until a random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the 
disrupted state.

[9.8.2] Attacker retires, Aw
Aw = Attacker retires. Previously undisrupted units combat units are disrupted to value of opponents 
combat strength and withdraw facing enemy at full speed. Units must use disrupted value for all 
further combat and continue to retire until rallied. Attackers already disrupted remove one base unit 
from the game, and mark off one victory point in the victory table. The remainder will rout from the 
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board at initially normal speed plus one extra hex, and at normal speed thereafter until a random 
number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the disrupted state.

[9.8.3] Attacker disrupted, Ar
Ad = Attacker disrupted. Previously undisrupted combat units are disrupted to the strength of their 
opponent and withdraw at full speed facing their opponent. Attackers already disrupted remove one 
base unit from the game, and mark off one victory point in the victory table. The remainder will rout 
from the board at initially normal speed plus one extra hex, and at normal speed thereafter until a 
random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the disrupted state.

[9.8.4] Disruption exchanged, Dx
Dx = Disruption exchange. Previously undisrupted combat units are disrupted. Attackers already 
disrupted remove one base unit from the game. The remainder hold their ground for this move. 
Defenders already disrupted remove one base unit from the game and mark off one victory point in 
the victory table. The remainder will rout from the board at initially normal speed plus one extra hex,
and at normal speed thereafter until a random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the disrupted 
state.

[9.8.5] Defender disrupted, Dd
Dd = Defender disrupted. Previously undisrupted combat units become disrupted. Defenders already 
disrupted remove one base unit from the game, and mark off one victory point in the victory table. 
The remainder will rout from the board at initially normal speed plus one extra hex, and at normal 
speed thereafter until a random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the disrupted state.

[9.8.6] Dw = Defender retires. 
Previously undisrupted units combat units are disrupted to value of opponents combat strength and 
withdraw facing enemy at full speed. Units must use disrupted value for all further combat and 
continue to retire until rallied. Attackers already disrupted remove one base unit from the game,  and 
mark off one victory point in the victory table. The remainder will rout from the board at initially 
normal speed plus one extra hex, and at normal speed thereafter until a random number ≥0.800 is 
thrown to rally them to the disrupted state.

[9.8.7] Defender routed, Dr
Dr = Defender routed. Remove one base unit from the combat group, and mark off one victory point 
in the  victory table. The remainder will rout from the board at initially normal speed plus one extra 
hex, and at normal speed thereafter until a random number ≥0.800 is thrown to rally them to the 
disrupted state.

Cases:
[9.9] Which units attack

[9.9.1] All Enemy units that have Friendly units in their Zones of Control must be attacked by the 
Friendly (Phasing) Player's units in the Combat Phase. He may resolve these attacks in any fashion 
desired, as long as all adjacent units are attacked, within the requirements of [10.2].

[9.9.2] All of the Phasing Player's units which end the Movement Phase in an Enemy controlled hex 
must attack some Enemy unit during the ensuing Combat Phase. The Phasing Player may choose 
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which attacking units will attack each defending unit, as long as all adjacent Friendly units 
participate in an attack.

[9.9.3] An Enemy-occupied hex may be attacked by as many units as can be brought to bear in six 
adjacent hexes.

[9.9.4] No unit may attack more than once per Combat Phase, and no Enemy unit may be attacked 
more than once per Combat Phase.

[9.9.5] Units may only attack when adjacent to the defending unit, with the excepetion of artillery 
(see [9.1]).

[9.10] Multiple unit and multi-hex combat

[9.10.1] If a Phasing Player's unit is in the Zone of  Control of more than one Enemy unit, it must 
attack all those adjacent Enemy units not engaged by some other attacking Combat Strengths of the 
defending totalled into one combined Strength to attacking unit compares its Strength to the odds. 
which are unit. The units are which the determine 7.14), even if their advance places them next to 
Enemy units whose battles are yet to be resolved, or who were not involved in combat. However, 
advances are useful in cutting off the retreat of Enemy units whose combat has not yet been resolved.

[9.10.2] Units in two or more different hexes may combine their Combat Strengths and attack a 
single hex, if all the attacking units are adjacent to (or within range of) the Enemy occupied hex. The 
Combat Strengths of the attacking units are totalled into one combined Combat Strength, and then 
compared to that of the defending unit in order to determine the odds. 

[9.11] Combat strength unity
A given unit's Combat Strength is always unitary; it may not be divided among different combats 
either in attacking or defending.

[9.12] Effects of terrain
Units defending in certain types of terrain may have their Combat Strength increased. This increase 
is always a multiple of the original Combat Strength. Example: A unit with a Combat Strength of "5" 
would defend, on a Rough Terrain hex, at an effective Strength of "10." See the Terrain Effects Chart 
[18] for a complete summary.

[9.13] Diversionary attacks
A unit may make attacks at poor odds in order that adjacent attacks against other defenders may be 
made at higher odds (by alloting most of the attacking force to the major objective). These attacks 
are known as "Diversionary" or "Holding" Attacks.

[10] Effects of Terrain
See [18] for full details.

[11] Weather, the change of light from Dusk to Night to Dawn  

[11.1] Weather can cause reductions in visibility and combat potential, especially fog, snow or 
thunderstorms. This normally happens by a reduction in visibility, and an effect on combat potential.
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The Battle of Austerlitz started in fog. The Battle of Eylau was fought in a blizzard. The Battle of 
Ligny was fought in blazing sunshine, apart from just before dusk, when a heavy thunderstorm broke
out. To simulate the effects of weather, see [24]. 

[11.2] Night game turns

[11.2.1] Effect on combat
There is no Combat Phase during a Night. Game-Turn, and no combat is allowed. Opposing adjacent
units do not engage in combat; they simply remain in place. Artillery units may not bombard during 
Night Game-Turns.

[11.2.2] Effect on movement
Movement restrictions during Night Game-Turns are identical to Day Game-Turn movement 
restrictions, with one addition. Units may not enter Enemy controlled hexes during a Night Game 
Turn, nor may units already in Enemy controlled hexes exit them.

[12] Victory table

The victory table tracks both the time and the level of casualties incurred in the battle as the game 
progresses. For each base unit removed from the play, mark off one victory point in the victory table.
Before the battle starts, calculate the total number of troops on the battlefield and determine how 
many base units this comes to, then determine how many of base units are needed to reach 15% of 
the total and at 5% intervals thereafter, and mark these values off in the victory table as per section 
3.2. This is used to calculate if a crisis of morale [13] has occurred, and which army has won the 
battle [14].

[13] Crisis of morale
At the end of each move a test must be performed to see if the whole army suffers a collapse of 
morale (sauve qui peut) (see [19]). If the % level of casualties suffered exceeds for the first time the 
levels indicated by the crisis of morale table, a random number must be rolled for all troops in the 
army that are within sight of the action. The result indicates whether a crisis of morale has happened 
for that unit.

If the random number exceeds the level indicated for the level of casualties suffered, then the unit 
fights on until the next level is reached, when an assessment is made again. If the random number 
generated indicates a crisis of morale has occurred, then follow the guidance in the table and apply it 
immediately to the troops concerned. In the subsequent move, all affected units can be rallied in the 
normal way. Note for a % casualty level above 40%, an immediate crisis is likely to occur for a 
majority of troops.

Should reinforcements arrive each move onto the battlefield, then the % casualties should reflect the 
new combined level of troops. In this way, continuous reinforcements ‘lift’ morale, or in this game, 
reduce the likelihood of suffering a widespread collapse of morale.
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[14] Winning the battle

Possession of the battlefield normally defined the victor in this age of warfare, even if more % 
casualties were lost in winning the battle. The game is constructed in such a way that this will occur 
eventually, with one side suffering a dramatic loss of combat effectiveness, as described in section 9. 
Should the battle have to end before this point is reached (i.e. by dusk falling etc), the following is 
offered as guidance regarding the extent of victory.

Determine the % casualties for each army. If the difference in the % casualties between the two 
armies is

0 – 5%, the result is a draw.
5 -10%, the result is a marginal victory.
10-25%, the result is a major victory.
> 25%, the result is a decisive victory
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[15] Combat Results Table
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[16] National Army Tables 
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[17] General under fire
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[18] Terrain Effects Table

Terrain Movement (hexes) Visibility (hexes) Effect on Combat

Clear hex As per National No effect No effect
Army Table

Forest Hex Movement halved Blocks hexes behind Troops in forest have
0.100 removed from 
probability when 
attacked. No modifier
is used when they attack.

Rough hex Movement halved No effect   Troops in rough hex have
0.100 removed from 
probability when 
attacked. No modifier
is used when they attack.
Only infantry can occupy.

Slope hex Movement halved Blocks hexes behind Troops at the top have 
(bottom to top) 0.100 removed from 

probability when 
attacked. 

Slope hex Movement halved Can see all one Troops at the top have
(top to bottom) hex behind towns, 0.100 added to probability 

forests when attacking.

Road hex Movement doubled No effect No effect

Town hex As per National Blocks hexes behind Defender doubled in hex
Army Table

Fortified hex As per National Blocks hexes behind Defender doubled in hex
Army Table 0.100 removed from 

probability when 
attacked. 

River hex Only cross at bridges No effect No effect

Stream Hexside As per National No effect Troops crossing become 
Army Table disordered and must rally.

Fortified hex As per National No effect Defender doubled in hex
Army Table
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[19] Crisis of Morale Table
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[20] Square Attack Table
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[21] Artillery Table
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[22] Odds Table
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[23] Combat Results Table
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[24] Weather, Dusk and Nightime visibility

Weather affected battles of this period, with three distinct patterns of interest i.e. fog, snow or 
thunderstorms.

In the case of fog, the following table is an example. If the battle starts before 10.00 am, a counter is 
initially set at position 1 in the table below. Each move, roll a dice and consult the table. If the score 
is 1,2 the counter is moved down one position; 3,4 the position stays the same, and if 5,6 the counter 
is moved up one position. 

Dice Roll Visibility
1 1 hex
2 2 hexes
3 3 hexes
4 4 hexes
5,6 Clear

Given fog often clears in the morning, but falls in the evening, a modifier to the dice roll is given for 
the time of day. Between 10:00 and 11:00 am, +1 extra is added to the roll. Between 11:00 and 13:00 
+ 2 is added to the roll, 13:00 and 14:00 no modifier is added, 14:00 and 15:00 -1 is added to the roll,
and finally after 15:00 until nightfall -2 is added to the dice roll. This alters the probablilty of being 
in clear weather or thick fog, depending on the time of day.

Example for snow

In the case of snow, the following table is an example. Each move, roll a dice and consult the table.

Dice Roll Visibility
1 1 hex
2 2 hexes
3 3 hexes
4,5,6 Clear

To simulate the capricious nature of snows in a blizzard, a counter is placed (initially) on position 4. 
Every move a dice is rolled. If the score is 1,2 the counter is moved down one position; 3,4 the 
position stays the same, and if 5,6 the counter is moved up one position. Thus in time, the pattern 
‘drifts’ towards blizzard or clear conditions. 

A similar pattern to snow can be adopted for heavy thunderstorms for the time period they would be 
active in the battle.

Obviously, troops which cannot be seen due to a reduction in visibility cannot be fired upon by 
artillery.

For all weather patterns, under reduced visibility, there is less chance for messengers to reach their 
objectives. If the turn is under restricted visibility then the chance of a messenger failing to give the 
order rises from 0.000 to 0.333, with a probability of 0.334 or greater indicating success.  
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Visibility is unlimited, subject to terrain and to the weather effects outlined above until dusk is about 
to fall. Thereafter the visible range in hexes changes with the time before dusk using the table below. 

60mins before night = 6 hexes
50mins before night = 5 hexes
40mins before night = 4 hexes
30mins before night = 3 hexes
20mins before night = 2 hexes
10mins before night = 1 hexes
Night                        = 0 hexes

At dawn the pattern reverses, i.e 10 mins afer dawn the visible range is 1 hex etc.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
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9.0 TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART 
10.0 NIGHT GAME-TURNS 

10.1 Effect on Combat 
10.2 Effect on Movement 

11.0 DEVELOPER'S NOTES 

[1.0] INTRODUCTION 
The Napoleon at War game system is an 
operational simulation of warfare during the era of 
the Napoleonic Wars. Each game in the system 
represents one of the great battles in the period. 
The Playing Pieces represent the actual units 
which participated in the battles, and the Map 
represents the terrain over which those units 
fought. 

The rules for each game in the Napoleon at War 
Series are contained- in two folders. The first con-
tains Standard Rules, which are common to all the 
games in the series. The second folder contains 
Exclusive Rules, Initial Deployment and Rein-
forcement Rules, which are different in each game. 

This game has been designed to insure maximum 
playability and maximum reality (in that order). In 
order to achieve these goals, the physical compo-

nents, as well as the game rules, have been 
designed to make the game easier to understand 
and play. The components include a smaller, more 
compact playing map, never more than a hundred 
playing pieces, and standardized rules. 

The standardization makes it easier for the gamer 
to go from one game to another within the series. It 
also enables the games' designers to concentrate 
on the realism aspect of the games (the standardi-
zation generally takes care of any playability 
problems). 

[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT 
[2.1] THE GAME MAP 

The 22" x 17" mapsheet portrays the area in which 
the battle was fought. It includes all the significant 
terrain in the battle, a Terrain Key, and a Turn 
Record Track. 
A hexagonal grid is superimposed over the terrain 
features printed on the mapsheet in order to regu-
larize movement and positioning of the playing 
pieces. 
To make the map lie flat, back-fold it against the 
creases. Small pieces of masking tape may be used 
at the corners of the map to hold it taut. 

[2.2] GAME CHARTS AND TABLES 
Various visual aids are provided for the Players in 
order to simplify and illustrate certain game 
functions. These are the Terrain Effects Chart, the 
Combat Results Table, the Reinforcement Chart 
and the Deployment Chart. 

[2.3] THE PLAYING PIECES 

The cardboard pieces represent the actual military 
units that took part in the original battle. The 
numbers and symbols on the pieces represent the 
strength, movement capability, and type of unit 
represented by that piece. These playing pieces will 
hereafter be referred to as "units." 

[2.4] HOW TO READ THE UNITS 

Designation 

Combat Strength 

1/Leg 
Type Symbol 

5-4 
Movement Allowance 

Unit Designations 
Units are identified by numerals in this sequence: 
division/corps (roman numeral) or brigade/division 
Unit Types 

Infantry „AD- Artillery 

plialt Cavalry 

Combat Strength is the relative strength of a unit 
when attacking and defending, expressed in terms 
of Strength Points. 

Movement Allowance is the maximum number of 
clear terrain hexes that a unit may be moved in a 
single Movement Phase, expressed in Movement 
Points. More than one Movement Point may be 
expended for each hex entered according to the 
terrain in the hex. 

[2.5] GAME SCALE 

Each hexagon on the map represents between 400 
and 800 meters of real terrain. Each Strength 
Point represents between 500 and 1,000 men. Each 
Game-Turn represents between one and two hours 
of real time. 

[2.6] PARTS INVENTORY 
Folio Game: QuadriGame: 

Game Map 1 4 
Sheet of Die-Cut Counters 1 4 
Standard Rules Folder 1 2 identical 
Exclusive Rules Folder 1 4 different 
Die 
Game Box 0 1 
Folio (folder) 1 0 
If any of these parts are damaged or missing, write: 

Customer Service 
Simulations Publications, Inc. 
44 East 23rd Street _ 
New York, N.Y. 10010 

Questions regarding the rules of the game, if 
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope, will be answered. Send to: Game Questions 
Editor, at the above address. 

[3.0] SETTING UP THE GAME 
The cardboard Playing Pieces should be punched 
out of the Unit Counter Sheet. The blue colored 
pieces represent French forces; the other colored 
pieces represent the force(s) opposing the French. 
Players should determine who will be the French 
Player and who will command the forces opposing 
the French (the non-French Player). 

The Players then consult their respective Initial 
Deployment Charts. These charts tell the hex 
number, strength and designation of each unit 
which is in play (on the map) during the First 
Game-Turn. Players should simultaneously place 
each of these units in its proper position on the 
map. All remaining units should be placed aside 
and brought into play according to the Reinforce-
ment Chart. In setting up units, Players may 
disregard historical designations, so long as the 
unit type and strength are correct. 

Once the units are set up, Players are ready to 
commence Game-Turn One; place the Game-Turn 
Marker in the first position on the Game-Turn 
Track. 
In order to determine which Player is the first 
Player and which the Second Player, consult the 
Exclusive Rules Folder. There Players will also 
find rules for bringing in the reinforcement units 
which are given on the Reinforcement Chart. Play 
proceeds according to the Sequence of Play 
through the final Game-Turn. 

[4.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY 
The game is played in successive Game-Turns 
composed of alternate Player-Turns. During each 
Player-Turn, the Player maneuvers his units and 
resolves combat in sequence, according to the 
following outline, and within the limits provided by 
the rules which follow. At the conclusion of the 
final Game-Turn, the Victory Conditions are con-
sulted and a winner is determined. 

[4.1] SEQUENCE OUTLINE 
The Game-Turn is divided into a First Player-Turn 
and a Second Player-Turn. The Player whose 



Player-Turn is currently in progress is termed the 
Phasing Player. The activity which may take place 
during each Phase is outlined below: 

1. FIRST PLAYER-TURN 
A. Movement Phase: The Phasing Player may 
move all, some or none of his units as he desires 
within the limits and restrictions of the rules of 
Movement and Zones of. Control, and the 
Exclusive Rules of the game. The Phasing Player 
may bring reinforcement units onto the map as 
allowed by his Reinforcement schedule and the 
Reinforcement rules. The non-Phasing Player's 
units may not move. 
B. Combat Phase: The Phasing Player uses his 
units to attack the non-Phasing Player's units 
according to the rules of Combat and Artillery. 
During this Phase neither Player may move his 
units except when forced to, as a result of the 
Combat Resolution procedure. 

2. SECOND PLAYER-TURN 
The Second Player now becomes the Phasing 
Player and accomplishes movement and combat in 
the manner described above. 

3. GAME-TURN RECORD INTERPHASE 
The Game-Turn Marker should be advanced one 
space on the Game-Turn Record Track to mark 
the passage of one Game-Turn and signal the start 
of another. 

[5.0] MOVEMENT 
GENERAL RULE: 
During the Movement Phase, the Phasing Player 
may move as many or as few of his units as he 
desires. They may be moved in any direction or 
combination of directions. 

PROCEDURE: 
Units are moved one at a time tracing a path of 
contiguous hexes through the hex grid. As a unit 
enters each hex, it must pay one or more 
Movement Points from its Movement Allowance. 

CASES: 

[5.1] PROHIBITIONS 

[5.11] Movement may never take place out of 
sequence. A Player's units may be moved during 
his own Movement Phase. During the Combat 
Phase, a unit which is either attacking or 
defending may be called upon to advance or 
retreat after its combat is resolved. During the 
Enemy Player's Movement Phase, and during both 
Players' Combat Phases, except when advancing or 
retreating as a result of combat, Friendly units 
must not be moved. 

[5.12] A unit may never enter a hex containing an 
Enemy unit. 

[5.13] A unit may never exit an Enemy controlled 
hex during any Movement Phase. An Enemy 
controlled hex may be left only during a retreat or 
advance as a result of combat (see 7.7). 

[5.14] No combat takes place during the Movement 
Phase. Once a Player has begun to resolve combat, 
and has thrown the die, he has irreversibly 
initiated the Combat Phase. 

[5.15] The number of Movement Points expended 
by a unit during a single Movement Phase may not 
exceed the Movement Allowance. A unit may 
expend any portion of the Movement Allowance, 
but unused Movement Points may not be 
accumulated until another Movement Phase or 
transferred to another unit. 

[5.16] Movement from hex to hex must be conse-
cutive; that is to say, a unit may not skip hexes. 

[5.17] Once a unit has been moved, and the 
Player's hand is taken from the piece, it may not be 
moved any further during that Movement Phase, 
nor may it change its move without the consent of 
the opposing Player. 

[5.2] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN 

[5.21] A unit must expend one Movement Point to 
enter a clear terrain hex. To enter other types of 
terrain, a unit must often expend more 
Movement Points. And some hexes are prohibited 
to movement entirely. See 9.0, Terrain Effects 
Chart. 

[5.22] A unit which moves from one road hex 
directly into an adjacent road hex through a road 
hexside expends only 1/2  Movement Point 
regardless of other terrain in the hex. 

[5.23] A unit which moves from one trail hex 
directly into an adjacent trail hex through a trail 
hexside expends only one Movement Point 
regardless of other terrain in the hex. 

[5.24] Units may cross river hexsides only by moving 
through a bridge hexside. There is no additional 
cost for moving through a bridge hexside. 

[5.25] Units may cross Stream hexsides. Movement 
through a Stream hexside costs two additional 
Movement Points. Example: If a unit moves 
through a Stream hexside into a forest hex, the 
cost is four Movement Points. 

[5.26] A unit which moves from a slope hex 
(containing the slope terrain symbol) through a 
slope hexside into a clear terrain hex must expend 
one additional Movement Point. A unit which 
moves from a clear terrain hex through a slope 
hexside, into a slope hex expends no additional 
Movement Points. 

[5.3] EFFECTS OF FRIENDLY UNITS 

[5.31] A Friendly unit may move through hexes 
occupied by other Friendly units. There is no 
additional cost for entering a Friendly-occupied 
hex. 
[5.32] A Friendly unit may not end any Phase 
stacked in the same hex with another Friendly (or 
Enemy) unit. There may never be more than a 
single unit in a hex at the end of any Phase. 
[5.33] There is no limit to the number of Friendly 
units which may pass through a single hex in one 
Movement Phase. 

[5.34] Friendly controlled hexes never inhibit the 
movement of Friendly units. 

[6.0] ZONES OF CONTROL 
GENERAL RULE: 
The six hexagons immediately surrounding a hex 
constitute the Zone of Control of any unit in that 
hex. Hexes upon which a unit exerts a Zone of 
Control are called controlled hexes and inhibit the 
movement of Enemy units: All units must cease 
movement when they enter an Enemy controlled 
hex. 

CASES: 
[6.1] All units exert a Zone of Control throughout 
the Game-Turn, regardless of the Phase or Player-
Turn. The presence of Zones of Control is never 
negated by units, Enemy or Friendly. 

[6.2] Units do not pay any additional Movement 
Points to enter an Enemy controlled hex, as in 
some other SPI games. 

[6.3] There are only two ways to exit a hex in an 
Enemy Zone of Control: Either by retreat or 
advance as a result of combat, or by removal of the 
Enemy unit exerting the Zone of Control as a result 
of combat. 

[6.4] Obviously, if a given unit is in an Enemy 
controlled hex, the Enemy unit is also in its 
controlled hex. The two units are equally and 
mutually affected. 

[6.5] If there is an Enemy and Friendly Zone of 
Control exerted over the same hex, both Zones 
co-exist, and that hex is mutually controlled by 
both Players. There is no additional effect from 
having more than one unit exerting Zones of 
Control onto a single hex. 

[6.6] Zones of Control always extend into all six 
hexes adjacent to the controlling unit's hex, with 
this exception: Zones of Conrtrol never extend 
through a non-bridged river hexside. 

Example: 

NO 
ZOC 

NO 
ZOC 

ZOC 

8-4 

ZOC 

ZOC 

ZOC 

[7.0] COMBAT 
GENERAL RULE: 
Combat between adjacent opposing units is 
mandatory. Artillery units (8.0) are the only units 
which may attack units to which they are not adja-
cent. The Phasing Player is termed the Attacker; 
the other Player is the Defender, regardless of the 
overall situation. 

PROCEDURE: 
The Attacker totals the Combat Strengths of all 
the units attacking a given hex and compares the 
total to the Combat Strength of the defending unit 
in the hex under attack. The comparison is 
expressed as a ratio between attacking and 
defending Strength Points (attacking Strength 
Points divided by defending Strength Points) and 
is simplified by rounding down to one of the odds 
ratios on the Combat Results Table. Example: If 
thirteen Strength Points were attacking four, the 
combat odds ratio would be 3.25 to 1, rounded 
off (always in favor of the defender) to three to one. 

Having determined the actual combat odds, the 
attacker rolls the die. The result indicates a line on 
the Combat Results Table (7.6), which is cross-
indexed with the column representing the combat 
odds. The intersection of line and column yields a 
combat result. Separate combats may be resolved 
in any order that the Attacker wishes, so long as all 
combats are resolved during that Combat Phase. 

CASES: 

[7.1] WHICH UNITS ATTACK 

[7.11] All Enemy units that have Friendly units in 
their Zones of Control must be attacked by the 
Friendly (Phasing) Player's units in the Combat 
Phase. He may resolve these attacks in any fashion 
desired, as long as all adjacent units are attacked, 
within the requirements of 7.2. 

[7.12] All of the Phasing Player's units which end 
the Movement Phase in an Enemy controlled hex 
must attack some Enemy unit during the ensuing 
Combat Phase. The Phasing Player may choose 
which attacking units will attack each defending 
unit, as long as all adjacent Friendly units parti-
cipate in an attack. 

[7.13] An Enemy-occupied hex may be attacked by 
as many units as can be brought to bear in six 
adjacent hexes, and by as many artillery units as 
are within range (see 8.0). 

[7.14] No unit may attack more than once per 
Combat Phase, and no Enemy unit may be 
attacked more than once per Combat Phase. 

[7.15] Units may only attack when adjacent to the 
defending unit (exception: see 8.0). 

[7.2] MULTIPLE UNIT 
AND MULTI-HEX COMBAT 

[7.21] If a Phasing Player's unit is in the Zone of 
Control of more than one Enemy unit, it must 



attack all those adjacent Enemy units which are 
not engaged by some other attacking unit. The 
Combat Strengths of the defending units are 
totalled into one combined Strength to which the 
attacking unit compares its Strength to determine 
the odds. 

[7.22] Units in two or more different hexes may 
combine their Combat Strengths and attack a 
single hex, if all the attacking units are adjacent to 
(or within range of) the Enemy occupied hex. The 
Combat Strengths of the attacking units are 
totalled into one combined Combat Strength, and 
then compared to that of the defending unit in 
order to determine the odds. 

[7.3] COMBAT STRENGTH UNITY 

A given unit's Combat Strength is always unitary; 
it may not be divided among different combats 
either in attacking or defending. 

[7.4] EFFECTS OF TERRAIN 

Units defending in certain types of terrain may 
have their Combat Strength increased. This 
increase is always a multiple of the original 
Combat Strength. Example: A unit with a Combat 
Strength of "5" would defend, on a Rough Terrain 
hex, at an effective Strength of "10." See the 
Terrain Effects Chart (9.0) for a complete 
summary. 

[7.5] DIVERSIONARY ATTACKS 

A unit may make attacks at poor odds in order 
that adjacent attacks against other defenders may 
be made at higher odds (by alloting most of the 
attacking force to the major objective). These 
attacks are known as "Diversionary" or "Holding" 
Attacks. 

[7.6] EXPLANATION OF COMBAT RESULTS 

Ae = Attacker Eliminated. All Attacking units are 
eliminated (remove from the map). 
De = Defender Eliminated. All Defending units 
are eliminated. 
Ex = Exchange. All Defending units are 
eliminated. The Attacking Player must eliminate 
Attacking units whose total, printed (face value) 
Combat Strength at least equals the total printed 
Combat Strengths of the eliminated Defending 
units. Only units which participated in a particular 
attack may be so eliminated. 
Ar = Attacker Retreat. All Attacking units must 
retreat one hex (see 7.7). 
Dr = Defender Retreat. All Defending units must 
retreat one hex. 

[7.7] RETREATING AND ADVANCING 
AS A RESULT OF COMBAT 

[7.71] When the Combat Result requires that a 
Player's units be retreated, the Owning Player 
must immediately move those units one hex so that 
they are no longer in an Enemy controlled hex. The 
Owning Player may decide the direction that each 
of his retreating units moves. 

[7.72] A retreating unit may not retreat into a 
prohibited hex, cross a prohibited hexside, or enter 
an Enemy controlled hex. If no hex is open to 
retreat into, the unit is eliminated. 

[7.73] A retreating unit may enter a vacant hex 
(within the restrictions of 7.72). If there is no 
permissible vacant hex, the retreating unit may 
displace an adjacent Friendly unit (see 7.8). 

[7.74] Whenever a hex is vacated as a result of 
combat, one victorious unit which participated in 
that combat may advance into the vacated hex. 
This advance may be made regardless of Enemy 
Zones of Control. The option to advance must be 
exercised immediately, before any other combat 
resolution. A unit is never forced to advance. A 
unit may never advance more than one hex as a 
result of combat. After advancing, units may 
neither attack nor be attacked that Phase (see 

7.14), even if their advance places them next to 
Enemy units whose battles are yet to be resolved, 
or who were not involved in combat. However, 
advances are useful in cutting off the retreat of 
Enemy units whose combat has not yet been 
resolved. 

[7.75] Only one victorious unit may advance into a 
vacated hex. If two hexes are vacated as a result of 
a single combat, the victorious Player may still 
advance only one unit. 

[7.8] DISPLACEMENT 
[7.81] If the only hex available to the retreating 
unit is one which is already occupied by another 
uninvolved Friendly unit, then the uninvolved unit 
is displaced (pushed out of its hex) by the 
retreating unit. The displaced unit is moved back 
by the Owning Player (as if it were retreating as a 
result of combat) and its position is taken by the 
retreating unit. The displaced unit itself may 
not be forced into Enemy controlled or other 
prohibited hexes. 

[7.82] If the displacement would cause the 
displaced unit(s) to be eliminated, the retreating 
unit is instead eliminated. Displaced units can 
themselves displace other Friendly units in a sort 
of chain reaction of displacement, if that is the 
only permitted path of displacement open to them. 
A unit may be displaced more than once per 
Combat Phase, if that is the only alternative. 
Displaced Artillery units which have not yet 
engaged in combat, may not fire during that 
Combat Phase. Units may not displace other 
Friendly units if they have other paths of retreat 
open to them. 

[7.9]- VOLUNTARY REDUCTION 
OF COMBAT ODDS 

Prior to the resolution of any attack, the attacking 
Player may announce that he wishes to reduce the 
combat odds of that attack. He incurs no responsi-
bility or penalty by doing this, but he may not 
change his mind subsequent to the die roll. 
Example: Attack is computed to be a "5-1" attack. 
Player announces that he desires a "3-1" attack, 
and resolves it using that column. Players may 
wish to do this to avoid excess casualties through 
exchanges, or to attempt to retreat Friendly units. 

[8.0] ARTILLERY 
GENERAL RULE: 
Unlike infantry and cavalry units, Artillery units 
may participate in attacks by bombarding the 
defending unit. Artillery bombards a unit from two 
hexes distance. Artillery units must participate in 
combat when adjacent to opposing units. In other 
words, artillery may participate in two types of 
attack, depending on their distance from the 
defending unit (adjacent or not). Unlike other 
units, Artillery units are never destroyed or forced 
to retreat when bombarding a unit, although they 
are affected by all combat results when they are 
adjacent to the unit they are attacking. 

PROCEDURE: 
Determine the odds of the attack in exactly the 
same fashion as any other attack. All results are 
applied in the same fashion, except that bom-
barding Artillery units (i.e., units firing from a 
non-adjacent hex) are not affected by combat 
results. Thus, if an "Exchange" were the result in 
an attack solely by bombarding artillery, the 
defending unit would be eliminated, but the 
bombarding units would not be affected. Of 
course, other units cooperating with the 
bombarding Artillery units from an adjacent posi-
tion (including adjacent Artillery units) would be 
affected by combat results, and they would suffer 
the effects of an "Exchange" result. 

CASES: 
[8.1] BOMBARDMENT ATTACKS 
[8.11] Artillery units may attack non-adjacent 
Enemy units, up to two hexes distant, but they are 

never forced to attack an Enemy unit merely 
because it is in range. 

[8.12] Range from the bombarding Artillery unit to 
the target hex is counted by including the target 
hex, but not the bombarding unit's hex. 

[8.13] Artillery units may only attack a single 
Enemy occupied hex when bombarding, except 
when making a combined attack with infantry or 
cavalry (see 8.2). 

[8.14] Artillery attacking from a non-adjacent hex 
(that is, bombarding) suffer no combat results; 
they are never destroyed or retreated as a result of 
their own attacks. 

[8.15] Bombarding Artillery may voluntarily elect 
to suffer "Attacker Retreat" if it is the combat 
result. 

[8.2] COMBINED ATTACK 
[8.21] Artillery units may attack alone, in concert 
with other bombarding Artillery units, or in con-
cert with any Friendly units which are adjacent to 
Enemy units within range, adding their bombard-
ing Combat Strength to the attack. 
[8.22] If, in a combined attack, Friendly units are 
attacking Enemy units in more than one hex, the 
Artillery units need only be within range of one of 
the defending hexes to add their Combat Strength 
to the attack. 
[8.23] When making a combined attack with bom-
barding Artillery units, infantry and cavalry units 
always suffer all combat results, though bombard-
ing Artillery units do not. 
[8.3] LINE OF SIGHT 
[8.31] To determine if an Artillery unit may 
bombard a given hex, lay a straight-edge from the 
hex of the bombarding Artillery unit to the target 
hex. This straight line is the Line of Sight. If any of 
the hexes intervening between the bombarding 
hex and the target hex is blocking terrain, the tar-
get hex may not be bombarded by that Artillery 
unit. 
[8.32] If the Line of Sight is congruent to a 
hexside (that is, falling exactly between two hexes) 
it is blocked only if both hexes adjacent to that 
hexside are blocking terrain. 
[8.33] Forest and Town hexes are the only blocking 
terrain hexes (not Slope or Rough Terrain hexes or 
hexsides). 
[8.34] The terrain in the target hex and in the hex 
of the bombarding Artillery does not block the 
Line of Sight. 
[8.35] Artillery units may fire over other units, 
Enemy and/or Friendly. 
[8.4] ADJACENT ATTACKS 
[8.41] When in the controlled hex of an Enemy 
unit, Artillery units must participate in an attack 
against adjacent Enemy unit(s). When an Artillery 
unit is in an Enemy controlled hex, it is treated like 
an infantry or cavalry unit, and may not bombard. 

[8.42] When attacking from a controlled hex, 
Artillery units may attack as many units as they 
are adjacent to, but may not attack non-adjacent 
units. 

[8.43] Artillery units attacking from a controlled 
hex must suffer all the combat results of their 
attacks. 

[8.44] Terrain does not prohibit artillery attacks 
into adjacent hexes. 

[8.45] Although normal combat is not permitted 
across an unbridged river hexside, an Artillery unit 
may attack any Enemy unit within range across 
such a hexside according to the Bombardment 
Attack rules (8.1). 

[8.5] DEFENSE 
[8.51] Artillery units may never add their Combat 
Strength to another unit's Defensive value by 
bombardment. They may only bombard during 
their own Combat Phase. 

[8.52] When Artillery units are themselves 
attacked, they suffer all combat results in the same 



manner as other units, even when bombarded by 
Enemy Artillery units. 

[9.0] TERRAIN 
EFFECTS CHART (see below) 

[10.0] NIGHT GAME-TURNS 
GENERAL RULE: 
The tinted Game-Turns on the Turn Record Track 
are night Game-Turns, and have a different 
Sequence of Play than Day Game-Turns, in that 
the Combat Phase is omitted. 

CASES: 
[10.1] EFFECT ON COMBAT 
There is no Combat Phase during a Night.
Game-Turn, and no combat is allowed. Opposing 
adjacent units do not engage in combat; they 
simply remain in place. Artillery units may not 
bombard during Night Game-Turns. 

[10.2] EFFECT ON MOVEMENT 
Movement restrictions during Night Game-Turns 

are identical to Day Game-Turn movement restric-
tions, with one addition. Units may not enter 
Enemy controlled hexes during a Night Game-
Turn, nor may units already in Enemy controlled 
hexes exit them. 

[11.0] DEVELOPER'S NOTES 
The Napoleon at War game series is based on the 
game system developed in 1972 for the SPI Intro-
ductory Game, Napoleon at Waterloo. Despite the 
popularity of NAW and its well received descen-
dants, Borodino and Austerlitz, limited interest in 
the pre-Twentieth Century eras prohibited the 
publication of additional Napoleonic games until 
the QuadriGame and Folio concepts were initiated 
by SPI in 1975. 
While the QuadriGame allows a wider range of 
games to be published, it also introduces the two-
edged concept of standardization. Each series of 
games shares a common set of basic rules. This 
permits the Player to learn four games at once, in 

effect. After he is familiar with the basic rules, the 
Player is free to concentrate on the more enjoyable 
aspects of game play. On the other hand, however, 
standardization involves some compromises in the 
areas of both realism and historical accuracy. Such 
compromises appear in the Napoleon at War series 
as a result of the physical limits of the game 
components. Thus, it was necessary to omit 
distinct artillery units in the Battle of Nations 
game. But, in all other respects, the essence of 
Napoleonic warfare is remarkably preserved 
throughout the four games in this series. Equally 
important, the introduction of Special Rules 
tailored to each situation bestows an individual 
character to each game, thus ensuring that stan-
dardization does not make a game series 
monotonous. 

All in all, we feel the Napoleon at War game series 
achieves an admirable balance between playability 
and realism. 

[7.6] COMBAT RESULTS TABLE 
Probability Ratios (Odds) 

Die Attacker's Strength to Defender's Strength 
Roll 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1 5-1 

1 Ar 

2 Ar 

3 Ae 

4 Ae 

5 Ae 

6 Ae 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Ae 

Ae 

Dr 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Ae 

Dr 

Dr 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Ar 

Ar 

Ar 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Ar 

Ar 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Ar 

De 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Dr 

Ex 

De 

De 

Dr 

Dr 

Ex 

Ex 

6-1 

De 

De 

De 

Dr 

Ex 

Ex 

Die 
Roll 

1 

5 

6 

Attacks executed at greater than 64 are treated as 6-1; attacks executed at 
worse than 1-5 are treated as 1-5. 

EXPLANATION OF COMBAT RESULTS 

Ae = Attacker Eliminated. All Attacking units are 
eliminated (removed from the map). 
De = Defender Eliminated. All Defending units 
are eliminated. 

Ex = Exchange. All Defending units are elimi-
nated. The Attacking Player must eliminate 
Attacking units whose total, printed (face value) 
Combat Strengths at least equal the total printed 
Combat Strengths of the eliminated Defending 
units. Only units which participated in a particular 
attack may be so eliminated. 
Ar = Attacker Retreat. All Attacking units must 
retreat one hex (see 7.7). 
Dr = Defender Retreat. All Defending units must 
retreat one hex. 

[9.0] TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART 
(See Terrain Key on Map) 

Terrain Movement Points [MP] Effect on Combat 
to Enter [or Cross] 

Clear Hex 1 MP No effect 

Forest Hex 2 MP No Effect (See 8.3) 

Rough Hex 2 MP Defender doubled in hex 
(Battle of Nations, Marengo only) 

Slope Hexside 1 MP additional to cross moving Defender doubled when attacked exclusively 
(Wagram, Marengo, Jena-Auerstadt only) from Slope hex through Slope hexsides from Slope hexes 

Road Hex 1/2  MP if entered through road hexside Depends on other terrain 

Trail Hex 1 MP if entered through Trail hexside Depends on other terrain 
(Marengo only) 

Marsh Hex Entry prohibited except through road Defender doubled in hex 
(Battle of Nations only) 

Town Hex 1 MP defender doubled in hex (See 8.3) 

River Hexside May only cross at bridges May only attack across bridges 

Stream Hexside 2MP additional to cross Defender doubled when attacked exclusively 
through Stream hexsides 

Bridge Hexside No additional MP Defender doubled when attacked exclusively 
through Bridge hexside(s) 

Note: Terrain Effects are cumulative for Movement purposes, but not for Combat purposes. Thus, to enter a Rough hex through a Stream hexside costs 
four Movement Points. A unit in a Rough hex which is attacked through a Stream hexside is merely doubled, not quadrupled. 


